**LSU School of Veterinary Medicine**

WE TEACH. WE HEAL. WE DISCOVER. WE PROTECT.

**EXPERTISE. SPECIALIZED SERVICES. ELITE ANIMAL HEALTHCARE.**

**VETERINARY TEACHING HOSPITAL**

- **21,000+** cases per year in our veterinary teaching hospital
- **24/7/365** open around the clock for emergency cases
- **LARGEST NUMBER OF BOARD-CERTIFIED SPECIALISTS UNDER ONE ROOF IN LOUISIANA**
- **17+** services including small and large animal surgery, oncology, dermatology, cardiology, ophthalmology, wildlife integrative medicine, theriogenology, equine, sports medicine, exotic animal medicine, and more
- **190+** clinicians, interns, residents, & vet techs on staff
- **NEARLY ALL SPECIES TREATED IN ONE HOSPITAL** from companion animals to large animals, wildlife, and exotic species
- **CONDUCTING CLINICAL TRIALS** that evaluate medical treatments for safety and effectiveness

**REAL IMPACT ON THE LIVES, HEALTH, AND ECONOMY OF LOUISIANA**